Versus Visibility for Acute Care
Improve communication, productivity, and safety

Nurses are the lifeblood of healthcare. Let’s make their jobs easier.
Your nurses are constantly busy. Making their jobs easier not only helps with nurse burnout, but also patient safety. With
Versus, nurses can practice with peace of mind while spending less time searching and more time at the bedside.

Reduce Search Time for Equipment
Nurses and biomedical teams alike spend hours every
day searching for equipment. With Asset Tracking and
Management, that time can re-directed to improving patient
care and safety.
►► Know exactly where equipment is campus-wide
►► Save valuable time for both nursing and biomedical staff

Call for Help — Anytime, Anywhere
With Visibility Staff Assist, simply press the button on your
Versus badge and an alert is sent to security and/or nearby
nurse stations, communicating your name, exact location, and
the time of your call, so help can be sent quickly.
►► Enhance nurse safety
►► Improve situation response times

Immediately Find Your Co-Workers
Use Visibility Companion to locate anyone wearing a Versus
badge — by just glancing at your computer screen.
►► Reduce noise from overhead paging
►► Experience fewer interruptions from phone calls

Automatically Document Patient Care & Exposure
Reports Plus™ Analytics automatically documents and
validates the great patient care that nurses provide. And, in
cases of contagious patients, you’ll know immediately who
was in proximity to the patient and for how long.
►► Defend against patient complaints with accurate data
►► Automatically document rounding and time at bedside
►► Mitigate the risk of dangerous contagions

“Even though we have all been trained
to handle dangerous situations, this
technology allows us to have some
peace of mind. Knowing that we can
summon help by simply pressing a
button is a real comfort.”
Vicki Svensson, RN
Nurse Manager, Behavioral Health
Western Maryland Health System

Visibility Staff Assist: A Joint
Commission Leading Practice
Violence in healthcare may not be
entirely preventable, but its impact can be
mitigated. This is the conclusion of a twoyear study conducted by Trinitas Regional
Medical Center, published in The Joint
Commission’s Leading Practice Library.
Although Trinitas saw an increase in
patient attacks on staff, days lost from
work due to assault decreased by 93.5%
after installing Visibility Staff Assist.
“The use of this technology has no doubt
increased the response rate of security
and clinical staff when a code is called for
a combative patient.”
John Dougherty, Security Director
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Download the Leading Practice Paper at
versustech.com/tjc
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